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Are you keen to make a difference in a world in transition?
Are you looking for a big opportunity in the field of education?
Do you enjoy creative team work tailored to your unique vocation?
Then you might be looking for us!
The Alliance for the Future is a recently founded grouping of change-making organisations. It hosts the
international University for the Future Initiative. The Initiative conceives and deploys a new model of higher
education — a system innovation that responds to the challenges of the 21st century. The Alliance and the
Initiative develop a multi-local network of organisations and programmes of higher learning and
transformative action. We are looking for co-creators sharing our ideals of catalysing the sustainability
transition through a radically new educational and organisational design. We invite entrepreneurs and
volunteers to complete our core team in the following functions:

Project Developer

Works at the governance level on developing the Initiative
Develops new projects and partnerships
Creates project documentations
Leads project teams
---------------------------------------------------

Programme Coordinator

Implements and coordinates international educational programmes
Liaises with teachers, students and local partners
Creates and dispatches programme documentations
Leads an educational team
---------------------------------------------------

Fundraising Expert

Develops and executes the international fundraising strategy
Extends the database of funding opportunities
Creates grant applications and business plans
Liaises externally with funders and internally with core staff
---------------------------------------------------

Public Relations Coordinator or Communication Designer
Develops and implements a trans-media campaign on the Initiative
Develops and implements crowdfunding campaigns
Responds to the inquiries of media and interested parties
Coordinates international relationship management
---------------------------------------------------

Multimedia-/Web-designer

Develops the visual identity of the multi-partner Initiative
Develops the design manual and trains people to use it
Designs websites and a portal (PHP, CSS, Java, Javascript, jQuery, HTML5)
Liaises with programmer, content manager and user support
--------------------------------------------------The descriptions are indicative. We are also interested in unusual profiles across fields and in profiles that
we couldn’t even imagine yet. We are keen to shape tasks for people rather than the other way round.
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We require

Oral and written proficiency in English
Relevant prior experience in the respective field
Team spirit and capacity to work in culturally diverse, distributed teams
---------------------------------------------------

We prefer

Entrepreneurial and/or academic background
Work experience in education or with educational institutions
Connections in relevant international networks
---------------------------------------------------

We offer

Entrepreneurial opportunities in a value-based start-up with huge potential
International collaboration with leading edge scholars and practitioners
Temporal flexibility and geographical flexibility in Europe
--------------------------------------------------If you are interested, please write to
info@a4future.org
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